BU Drops Baseball Team, 10-7; Season's Record Stands At 6-2

A fine run rally in the fifth by BU proved to be of no avail as the Terriers from Boston University routed their way into the win column, Monday at Briggs Field. Fielding the contest 6-7 brought MIT's score record to 6 wins and 2 losses. The Terriers were Pearsons, Bowers, and Mullene through seven positions respectively.
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Crippled Stickmen Lose To Harvard 10-5

Outplayed and outfought throughout most of the game, Tech's varsity lacrosse team dropped a 10-5 decision to Harvard last Wednesday. Playing without the services of Co-Captain Pete Dyke, who is out of action for the remainder of the season, the stickmen looked very sluggish as the Crimson rapped up an early 5-0 lead. Rebounding a little in the second half, the Martymen played the Cadet; even, but were unable to close the gap to more than four goals. With midfieldman Paul Eckberg and Evelyn Blackbird injured Tech also suffered from lack of depth, as the Crimson employed a good running game. All

American Dexter Lewis showed the way with five goals for the Crimson. Harvard dominated play in the first period, scoring twice as Tech's offense consisted mostly of one long shot by Jim Bowerman which hit the post and bounced away. The story was repeated in the second period as Harvard added three more goals. Walt Foy finally hit for MIT at 1:48 of the third period on a...

up from the right. Harvard got the post right back, but a minute later Joe Marlin hit from right in front as a pass from Maxine Gershakos. Harvard added two to make it 8-5, but at 14:30 Dick Beals hit the right corner of the cage on another pass from Gershakos.

After Lewis had started the final period with his fifth goal, Benson scored a pretty goal as he backed under one man, dodged another, and put it cleanly past the goalie. At 11:24 Lewis picked up his second goal as he carried the ball in an arc in front of the cage and neatly fed it into the net. Harvard scored again in the final minute of play to make the final score 10-5. Tech faces Amherst here on Saturday and if they realize that they haven't lost all their
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